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Sam Steiman has been a part of MPR for 22 years
and has worked on a large por=olio of diverse
projects. He spoke to us during the 2020 Safran
Online User Conference about undertaking US
Department of Energy (DOE) projects and how
switching to Safran Risk has allowed MPR to conduct
cost and schedule risk analysis faster and more
eJecKvely.
https://www.safran.com/case-studies/mpr-associates

MPR Associates,
founded in 1964, is
a world-leading
speciality
engineering and
management
services
organizaKon based
in the US. MPR's
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The Approval of US DOE Projects
DOE projects must go through a series of 'criKcal
decision' (CD) gates to Wnally reach operaKonal
readiness. Making it through these CD gates is
therefore crucial to project success. The Wrst 3 of
these stages relate to cost and schedule most keenly:
CD-0: Approval of a mission need.

specialiKes lie in
the commercial
nuclear industry as
well as
governmental
bodies like the
Department of
Energy and
Defense.

At this stage, cost and schedule for a project are

Goals:

very high level and a broad range.

To conduct cost
and schedule faster
and more
eJecKvely than
was possible with
their previous risk
management
sobware.

CD-1: Approval of alternaKve selecKon and cost
range.
Cost and schedule sKll remain broad, but each
possible alternaKve project is evaluated and
considered.
CD-2: Approval of performance baseline.
At this stage, the project team submits a
proposed cost and schedule commitment
including risk-based reserve/conKngency,
typically at the 80-90% conWdence level. An
independent body then reviews and validates
the performance baseline to ensure the
esKmate is appropriate. Passing this
independent review is a vital step towards
ulKmate approval of the performance baseline
by the DOE Under Secretary (for projects

Safran Benefits for
MPR:
Safran has allowed
MPR to conduct
their risk analyses
with greater ease
and ecciency,
leading to a much
smoother journey
from planning to
execuKon.

between $100M and $750M) or Deputy
Secretary (for projects greater than $750M).

Determining a Performance
Baseline

TRY SAFRAN
RISK FOR FREE
Request a 30 Day Free trial

Determining a performance baseline cost is inclusive
of conKngency and management reserve. While both
are risk-based cost elements, management reserve
https://www.safran.com/case-studies/mpr-associates
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risk lies with the contractor and conKngency risk lies
with the government. As such, they're two separate
risk money reserves. A successful cost and schedule
risk analysis must be tuned to calculate both the
government's reserves and the contractor's reserve.
TradiKonally this is a complex process.
Before using Safran, Sam would have to run the
simulaKon 3 Kmes to calculate conKngency and
management reserve risks. He and his team would
then have to manually draw up S-curve graphs using
rudimentary screenshots and image ediKng sobware.
Naturally, this wasn't ideal. His team would oben
receive push-back concerning why the numbers given
didn't always match perfectly to the graphs provided.
Using Safran, this process is much simpler and
accurate. They sKll run the model thrice, that's not an
issue. But now the S-graphs are produced
automaKcally, quickly, and right within the model.
This saves Sam and his team unneeded eJort and
Kme.

Cost and Schedule IntegraKon
Made Easy
MPR, like many companies working on large-scale
projects, were looking for a way to consolidate their
cost and schedule risk analysis. This integraKon
would spare them labour and expedite the risk
analysis process.
In the past, Sam had to map cost esKmates to a
resource-loaded schedule manually before exporKng
to his cost module. This process was Kme-intensive
and liable to data entry errors.
With Safran Risk, however, he can bring cost
esKmates directly into his cost module, all while
mapping cost elements straight to acKviKes for
greater understanding. As Sam puts it:

https://www.safran.com/case-studies/mpr-associates
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"Safran makes it a heck of a lot easier to merge the
cost and schedule."
For more informaKon on how MPR make use of
Safran Risk, watch Sam's full keynote from the 2020
Safran Online User Conference below:

Watch a Demo

https://www.safran.com/case-studies/mpr-associates

Try Safran Risk
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